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INVESTMENT ALERT
Ongoing 2019 drill program at flagship Cyclops development
project consistently confirms elevated nickel and cobalt values
On April 23, 2019, Pacific Rim Cobalt announced
JORC compliant results from its ongoing 2019 shallow vertical diamond drill program at its flagship
Cyclops Nickel-Cobalt development project, in
Indonesia.
The drilling is part of a multi-faceted exploration
program aimed at confirming historical results and
producing a resource estimate in late 2019.
The assay results of the 20 step-out holes drilled to
date were well correlated with the historical drill data
confirming possible expansion of the mineralized
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footprint outlined in the Historical Estimate 2 and is expected to be used as the basis for eventually undertaking a Preliminary Economic Assessment (PEA) for the Cyclops Project.
The latest drill results include:

The Cyclops Project area located in Papua Province, Indonesia, benefits from excellent infrastructure including proximity to a work force and suppliers, sealed roads, ocean access, nearby port facility and gentle topography.
The road system enables year-round access to the Project and connects it with the large town of Sentani,
located about 15 kilometres to the east, and with Jayapura, the capital of Papua Province, located about 40
kilometres to the east.
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► Historical estimate
A historical estimate, which dates from before the requirement for uniform regulatory compliance and therefore fails to meet the current standard of National Instrument 43-101, is being referenced as a guide for Pacific Rim Cobalt’s 2018 work program.
This early data employed measurements still in use today and indicate mineralization from surface with an
estimated potential of 37 million tonnes of 0.11% cobalt and 1.31% nickel at a 0.8% nickel cut-off
grade.
Pacific Rim Cbalt intends to validate the resource and, where possible expand upon the historic estimate, as
only 5 of the known cobalt/nickel occurrences were the subject of the historical studies. The Company affirms
this data in no way implies an estimated resource valuation but are offered as a basis for its current exploration efforts and approach.
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Finance
On February 12, 2019, Pacific Rim announced the closing of a non-brokered private placement. Under the
Offering the Company issued 10.54 million units at a price of C$ 0.12 per unit for gross proceeds of C$
1,265.000. Each unit was comprised of one (1) common share in the capital of the Company and one (1)
transferable common share purchase warrant. Each warrant entitles the holder to purchase one common
share at a price of C$ 0.20 until February 12, 2020.
Pacific Rim also announced that it plans to complete a debt settlement with three creditors. The debt settlement will result in an aggregate of C$ 108,000 of indebtedness being retired in consideration for the issuance
of 600,000 common shares at a price of C$ 0.18 per common share.
The Company’s cash position was approximately C$ 2 million as at the end of March 2019.
Assuming exercise of all outstanding warrants: money to be received is: C$ 10.8 million. In addition assuming
exercise of all outstanding options: money to be received C$ 1.7 million.

Investment comments:
In July 2018, the Company entered into a non-binding Preliminary Offtake Agreement with Beijing Easpring
Material Technology, to be followed by a Definitive Agreement which would give Easpring the right to purchase nickel sulphate and cobalt sulphate from the Cyclops Project for an initial term of 5 years from the
commencement of commercial production.
On November 14, 2018, Pacific Rim Cobalt announced that during the first 9 months of 2018 the Company
worked on assembling the necessary agreement to access the northern areas of the Cyclops Nickel-Cobalt
Project hosting historically identified mineralized zones.
Pacific Rim’s Cyclops Cobalt-Nickel Project has a significant, shallow, historic estimate of 37 million
tonnes grading 0.11% Co and 1.31% Ni at 0.8% cut-off grade and has the potential for considerable expansion as mineralization is open at and on strike (historical not NI-43-101 compliant estimate).
Pacific Rim’s efforts will focus on historically identified and drill-tested prospects as well as previously undrilled prospects. The goal of the program is to establish a maiden compliant resource on the Project in late
2019, as well as to identify target locations for execration of mini bulk samples required for upcoming metallurgical and process testing.
Considering the anticipated strong future growth of cobalt demand as a precious material to power lithium-ion
EV batteries, and the Company priced at a significant discount compared to its pre-production and later-stage
exploration peer group, at a currently depressed market valuation of just US$ 13.2 million and supported by a
strong cash position, I consider Pacific Rim Cobalt to be extremely undervalued.
Thereby also considering cobalt’s overstated negative market sentiment at a current price of C$ 16, I maintain a 2019 price target of C$ 0.50.
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Indonesia leads world nickel production
A new report released by BMI Research states that global nickel ore production growth will
continue to accelerate in 2018 as major producer countries see a recovery in production levels following subdued output in 2017.
BMI forecasts world nickel production to grow by an annual average rate of 3.5% over 2018-2027, slightly
lower than the 3.5% average rates achieved during 2008-2017, which were boosted by higher nickel prices
experienced before the commodities slump and Indonesian growth before the ban in 2014.
According to BMI, by 2027 global annual nickel production should reach 2.9 million tonnes, which
would continue Indonesia to be the largest global producer after having surpassed the Philippines in
2017. As a transcontinental country, Indonesia will also be the best performing one in terms of nickel production growth during 2018-2027, thanks in part to the moderation of its export ban.
Indonesia’s nickel mining sector received a boost in 2017 following the decision in January of that year by the
government to allow the export of unprocessed ore, under certain conditions.
BMI expects production growth in Indonesia to remain sustained in 2018 as the nickel industry continues to recover and forecasts of output in the country to reach 480,000 tonnes in 2018 up from
400,000 tonnes in 2017, a 20% year-on-year rise.
Throughout the period 2018-2027, BMI sees Indonesia’s nickel industry growing production by 8.1%, in part
benefiting from stricter environmental regulations in its biggest regional competitor, the Philippines.
This development would increase the rate at which Indonesia regains part of the Chinese market share it had
previously lost to its neighbour.
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As a downside to such positive outlook, BMI mentions the fact that the country could start relying too much on
production, while reducing investment into its growing smelter sector, which refines the mined nickel ore.
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